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chairman’s report

Our obligation as a charity is to be true to our founding
objectives. Our founder Amy Buller saw how, in pre-war
Germany, a divisive and immoral ideology had somehow captured
the hearts and minds of Germans, including young and idealistic
Germans. The educational charity at Cumberland Lodge was
set up to help ensure that it did not happen again.

Sir Stephen Wall
Chairman

“

A safe and calm space
where difficult issues can be
discussed by young people,
and by older people with
leadership roles in society…

”

Today, we are undergoing huge changes in society and some of
the pressures young people face are insidious. For this reason, the
trustees and staff of Cumberland Lodge have thought hard about
how we can make what we do more relevant to today’s challenges,
so that we can provide a safe and calm space where difficult issues
can be discussed by young people and by older people with
leadership roles in society – and how we can bring the young
and not so young together to try and find answers to some of
these challenges that we face.
In his report, Ed Newell sets out how we are going about this.
As you will see, it involves some major changes to staffing and
our activities, and the trustees are grateful to all who have worked
hard to achieve this with minimal disruption.
‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.’ Nothing at Cumberland Lodge
(apart from the occasional leak) needs fixing. It is a wonderful place –
made so by the dedication and warmth of all who work there.
As trustees, we never lose sight of the fact that this beautiful
building only comes alive because of that. But uncomfortable
things are happening in our world and we need to move out of our
comfort zone to see if we can play our part as a charity in making
a positive difference. So, I hope the plan will enthuse others as it
has enthused the trustees, and that together we can make it work,
true to the vision and purpose of Amy Buller but directly relevant
to the world in which we live.

“

True to the vision and purpose
of Amy Buller, but directly
relevant to the world in which
we live.

”
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principal’s report

‘How can we make something good even better?’ This is the
challenge we set ourselves, for reasons Stephen Wall explained in
his report. In response to this challenge, a five year strategic plan,
‘Raising our game’, has been crafted in a process involving discussions
between trustees, staff, scholars, advisors and consultants.
Adopted by the Board of Trustees in March 2016, ‘Raising our
game’ sets out an ambitious vision for Cumberland Lodge and
a strategy for realising the vision by 2022 . Preparing and starting
to implement the plan have been at the forefront of our work
over the past year.
Canon Dr Edmund Newell
Principal

“
”

…we aim to become a
‘go to’ institution for tackling
problematic societal issues.

raising our game
In terms of the themes of our events, we have sought to focus
on issues related to building more inclusive, cohesive and
tolerant societies. In doing so, we are not only moving closer
to Amy Buller’s founding vision for the charity but are looking to
increase our impact, by developing more in-house expertise
and being more public about our work. In due course we aim to
become a ‘go to’ institution for tackling problematic societal issues.
The strategic plan also involves reshaping our activities.
We are now working at three levels, running ‘topline’ events
aimed at influencing thinking at a national level, ‘frontline’ events
for students and those working within local communities, and
‘fusion’ events, which bring together those from both categories
to exchange views and ideas. Topline events include conferences,
a new series of ‘Moving the debate on’ Cumberland Seminars,
and follow-up seminars to conferences, held in central London.
Frontline events include developing new work with university and
school students and a Fellowship scheme for emerging community
leaders. We plan to run the first fusion event in 2017, bringing
together a wide range of people to discuss contemporary issues
that resonate with Amy Buller’s book, Darkness over Germany,
which sets out her vision for our institution.

Amy Buller
One of the founders
of Cumberland Lodge
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Cultural and educational
events for the general public

Preparing the ground for developing our work has involved a staff
reorganisation, to ensure we have the right skills and resources
available. Six new posts have been created, five of which have
been filled. For the first time we have a Press and Communications
Officer, to enable us to be more effective in communicating to
the wider world. We have also appointed an Education Officer to
focus on our work with university students and schools. In order
to develop the Friends of Cumberland Lodge and improve the way
we keep in touch with the local community and those who visit the
Lodge we have appointed a Friends, Alumni and Outreach Officer.
To increase the administrative capacity of the Programme
Department, we have appointed an Administrative Assistant to
work with the Education Officer. In addition, an Executive Assistant
to the Principal has been appointed who will also assist in research
for events and fundraising. The final new post is a Development
Director, who will work alongside our Fundraising Consultant,
Christopher Mann. In addition to these new members of staff,
we have also begun to appoint specialist freelance Research
Associates to write briefing documents, reports, blogs and other
materials for specific projects.
report on activity
The effect of the new strategy is evident in our activities between
September 2015 and August 2016.
During this period we ran three topline conferences:
mental health and wellbeing: contested boundaries
the stifling hand of control: how can we enable
organisations to flourish?

Conference on Mental health
and wellbeing: Contested
boundaries

“

Cumberland Lodge means
a great deal to me. It is a safe
space in a very serene and
calm environment which
provides an opportunity for
students and those working
in the field of public policy to
discuss difficult issues openly
and without fear.
Baroness Prashar of Runnymede
Deputy Chair of the
British Council and
Cumberland Lodge Trustee
(October 2016)

”

a divided society? challenges for policing
During the past year we held two topline Cumberland Seminars,
bringing together people of expertise and influence for a discussion
over dinner:
are things getting better?
A seminar on the concept and measurement of wellbeing,
led by Sir Andrew Dilnot, Chair of the UK Statistics Authority
prevent: fit for purpose?
A seminar on the Government’s anti-radicalisation strategy,
led by David Anderson QC , Independent Reviewer of
Terrorism Legislation
The Windsor Lecture (formerly Windsor Ethics Lecture), organised
in collaboration with St George’s House, Windsor, was given by
the business commentator and author Margaret Heffernan on
‘Just cultures’: Transforming the way we work, and the psychiatrist
Iain M cG ilchrist gave a provocative public lecture exploring the
question Are we turning ourselves into machines?
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The other topline event in the past year was a seminar held
at the Royal Society to follow up on the 2014 Cumberland Lodge
police conference, Policing professionalism: Leadership, ethics,
public confidence, which involved representation from the
Home Office, the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners,
the Independent Police Complaints Commission and the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Policing.
Three frontline events held over the past year for students and
early career researchers were:
Delegates at the Life beyond
the P h D conference

young people affected by sexual violence
as change-makers in prevention efforts:
what are the risks?
Cumberland Colloquium
commonwealth and international students
Christmas conference
Residential conference for international students studying
in the UK
life beyond the PhD
Residential conference for doctoral students
During the year we also welcomed the second cohort of
Cumberland Lodge Scholars. The scheme is proving very successful,
and as well as gaining skills and experience from taking part in
conferences and other events, the scholars are contributing to
developing our programme.
In terms of our work with schools, we marked the 50 th anniversary
of the Race Relations Act with a series of workshops for sixth form
students, culminating in a seminar at the Houses of Parliament
organised in collaboration with ParliREACH . We also collaborated
with a charity, The Challenge, to deliver training sessions for
36 young people taking part in the National Citizenship Service.

Miss Dietrich regrets,
by Gail Louw

Charles Ives recital,
given by Emily Van Evera and
Andrew Parrot

As part of our public-facing educational work, we held a
second New Year Shakespeare reading retreat, this time looking
at King Lear.
Our literary partnership with the Windsor Festival is now well
established, and in September 2015 we ran four events involving
authors speaking about their books: Marc Morris King John:
Treachery, tyranny and the road to Magna Carta; Salley Vickers
The boy who could see death; Lucy Lethbridge Servants: A downstairs
view of twentieth-century Britain; and Martin Vander Weyer
Any other business. In addition, a performance of Gail Louw’s
new play, Miss Dietrich regrets was held at the Lodge as part of the
festival. Other cultural events at the Lodge included two open-air
performances of Shakespeare’s A midsummer night’s dream by
the Young Actors of Windsor, a recital of music by Charles Ives
given by Emily Van Evera and Andrew Parrot, and a concert by
the folk band, Gigspanner.
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We continue to offer exhibition space to artists, and looking
ahead plan to have more exhibitions that reflect our work on
social cohesion. Exhibitions held in 2015 –16 were:
Bill Knight
the refugee’s gift
Janet Atherton
an exhibition of textile art
Ian M cK illop
moments and memories
Flowers of the field
by Paul Hobbs

Becca Clegg
colour in landscape
Paul Hobbs
wrapped in light
Cumberland Conversations continue to be a popular feature of
our work, particularly with the local community. Conversations
in the past year were with Mark Williams, Professor Emeritus of
Clinical Psychology at the University of Oxford, on Mindfulness,
and South Today television journalist and news presenter
Geraldine Peers on Bringing the news. A new fundraising initiative
for those who enjoy visiting the Lodge was the establishment of
a Dining Club, when guests can enjoy superb dinners prepared
by our Head Chef, Robert Szewczyk.

German edition of
Darkness over Germany,
published by Elisabeth
Sandmann (2016)

We were privileged to be asked by the Crown Estate to host
their 90 th birthday party for Her Majesty The Queen on 3 June.
Two days later we presented Her Majesty with a copy of the first
German edition of Amy Buller’s book Darkness over Germany, which
was edited by Kurt Barling and published by Elisabeth Sandmann as
Finsternis in Deutschland: Interviews einer Engländerin 1934 –1938.
finance
Over the past year, £2 million was expended on our charitable
activities, including providing subsidised places for more than
3,000 students to attend events at the Lodge. We also provided
free places for 30 students with limited financial means, as well as
funding for our Cumberland Lodge and Amy Buller P h D Scholars.

In 2015/16 …

15,554
3,940
‘bed nights’

day delegates
at Cumberland Lodge

In terms of conference trade (including students), there were
15,554 ‘bed nights’ and 3,940 day delegates in the past year, which

compares well with recent years. Repeat trade remains robust.
We are extremely grateful to those who have given us grants
and donations or sponsored our events in the past year, including:
Council of Europe
KBR
IBM

Police Mutual
Sir Ernest Cassel Educational Trust
Wellcome Trust
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people

Jane Furniss
Trustee

“

Cumberland Lodge represents
one of the most lastingly
important ways we have of
responding constructively
to public crisis and confusion
over values: not by hasty
and shallow efforts that
just make us feel better, but
by giving room for careful and
demanding encounters and
searching study. That’s why,
in an increasingly feverish and
short-termist environment,
I am so grateful for the work
of the Lodge…
Dr Rowan Williams
Master of Magdalene College,
Cambridge and former
Archbishop of Canterbury

Over the past year we have said farewell to five trustees:
Sir John Gieve, Dame Elizabeth Neville, James Stewart,
Ralph Waller and Baroness Brown. We are extremely grateful
for all they have contributed to Cumberland Lodge over the years.
We have welcomed to the Board Jane Furniss, who is also
a member of our police conference steering committee, and
look forward to Charles Anson and Sally Dewar joining us shortly.
We are also delighted to report that one of our trustees,
Professor Malcolm Evans, received a knighthood for his services
to torture prevention and religious freedom.
As part of the new strategy, the Academic and Programme Advisory
Committee (APAC) has been replaced by a sub-committee of
trustees and the appointment of Visiting Fellows whose role
includes acting as informal advisors. We would like to express
our thanks to all who have served on APAC , and are pleased to
report that two of its longest serving members, Canon Professor
Richard Burridge and Dr Hilary Richards, have been made
Honorary Life Fellows together with my predecessor Dr Alastair
Niven and his wife Helen. We are honoured that the Chair of
the National Police Chiefs’ Council, Sara Thornton, and the
Shadow Attorney General, Baroness (Shami) Chakrabarti,
have accepted invitations to become our first Visiting Fellows.
There have also been significant staff changes over the year,
in part due to the reorganisation and retirements. We have
said farewell to Danny Carty (kitchen), Wendy Liu (Marketing
Consultant), Sandra Robinson (Associate Director, Cumberland
Lodge Programme), Jennie Streek (Principal’s Personal Assistant),
Dr Natalie Russell and Dr Liz Morrow (both King George VI
Fellows). Their contribution to the Lodge – in some cases for around
a quarter of a century – has been considerable, and we wish them
all well in the future.
Over the past year we have welcomed several new permanent
members of staff, including Emma Albery (Friends, Alumni
and Outreach Officer), Jason Charters (maintenance), Crystal
Chillingworth (Duty Manager), Dr Rachel Smillie (Education Officer),
Deborah West (Principal’s Executive Assistant) and Alice Wigley
(Administrative Assistant).

”
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“

Cumberland Lodge conference delegates
future plans

We also look forward to the
publication of a new English
edition of Darkness over
Germany, and of making use
of this remarkable book as
a springboard for discussions
with students and others
about social cohesion.

”

Looking ahead, there is much work still to be done to embed
the new strategy. In 2017 we will begin an important two-year,
frontline, Government-funded project on freedom of religion
or belief, working with 100 international students studying in
the UK who come from countries where religious intolerance is
particularly problematic. We will also be working on expanding
our activities in schools – including using our new-found
connection with Roald Dahl’s The BFG . We also look forward to
the publication of a new English edition of Darkness over Germany,
and of making use of this remarkable book as a springboard
for discussions with students and others about social cohesion.
We are also working with New Philanthropy Capital to develop
new ways of monitoring and evaluating our impact as a charity.
2017 marks our 70 th anniversary. As well as holding a series of

special events, we will use the anniversary as an opportunity to
launch a fundraising campaign designed to enable us to expand
our charitable work and secure the charity’s future in the long term
by creating an endowment fund.

“

None of it could have been
achieved, however, without
the support of our loyal and
dedicated staff who continue
to provide a quality of service
that’s second to none.

”

concluding remarks
Change can be both unsettling and exhilarating. This has been
our experience over the past year. For an institution that is used
to evolution rather than revolution, implementing an ambitious
strategic plan to move things on quickly has been challenging but
rewarding, and we are already seeing the fruits of what can be
achieved. I am extremely grateful to all who have contributed
to the process. People have given generously of their time and
expertise in what has been a highly consultative and creative
process (as should be for a place that facilitates dialogue).
None of it could have been achieved, however, without the
support of our loyal and dedicated staff who continue to provide
a quality of service that’s second to none.
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charitable activities:
supporting students and schools
Since 1947, Cumberland Lodge has been providing transformative
experiences for students from around the world. Our founding vision
was to help students and young people to reflect on how to use their
academic studies to build better societies. We mentor and support
students of all ages, from school children to doctoral students and
early career researchers, equipping them with the understanding,
skills and motivation to engage in constructive dialogue and work
towards a more peaceful, tolerant and inclusive future.
Today, our work with students incorporates a range of activities,
including: study retreats that we subsidise from our charitable
resources to encourage the widest possible participation;
educational mentoring schemes and scholarships for postgraduate
students and early career researchers; and our expanding
programmes of work with international students and schools.
St Catharine, patron saint
of students, teachers and
philosophers

“

My bursary provided me with
the opportunity to attend
fascinating talks by eminent
speakers, which struck the
balance between focusing
on theory and research, and
addressing policymaking
and practical implications.
I thoroughly enjoyed my
stay at Cumberland Lodge –
it provided a fantastic
environment for the
conference.
Jean Stafford
P h D student, Division of
Psychiatry, University College
London and bursary recipient
for the Mental health
and wellbeing: Contested
boundaries conference,
February 2016

”

study retreats
Residential study retreats have been at the heart of Cumberland
Lodge life from the start. Today, well over 3,000 students visit
each year from higher education institutions across the UK
and professional training bodies such as the Inns of Court and
NHS vocational training schemes. Students engage with each
other on topics relating to their academic work, from a broad,
cross-disciplinary perspective.
St Catharine’s Sessions
This year we started planning a new series of St Catharine’s Sessions
to offer to visiting student groups. The sessions will breathe
new life into our founding principles by encouraging students
to reflect on ethical, moral and social issues outside of their own
fields of study. They will be led by a member of our academic staff
and delivered in an informal, round-table format.
bursaries
Each year, Cumberland Lodge offers bursaries for students
and early career researchers with limited financial means, to
help them join our residential study retreats and conferences.
Individual awards are approved according to merit and need.
This year the Lodge awarded 29 bursaries, including 24 for
undergraduates and postgraduates to take part in study retreats
and another five for students and early career researchers to
take part in Cumberland Lodge conferences on topics relating
to their academic interests.
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Reimer Kuehn
Group Leader, Department of Mathematics,
King’s College London
Mathematics students
from King’s College London,
at Cumberland Lodge

Thore Graepel, co-developer
of the computer programme
AlphaG o, speaking on
artificial intelligence and
the AlphaG o programme
at a KCL Mathematics study
retreat at Cumberland Lodge,
shortly before the computer
programme went on to beat
the world Go champion,
Lee Sedol, in Korea

‘We have enjoyed annual
weekend study retreats
at Cumberland Lodge, in
cooperation with our student
society, Math S oc, since 1956.
‘The Lodge is ideally suited
to the format of our weekend
conferences. We usually
organise a series of talks under
a common theme, discussing
mathematics outside of standard
curricula – its role in the
workplace, in other sciences,
in technology, economics,
recreation, entertainment
and the arts, and further afield.

‘We always aim to tap into
the fun and fascination of
mathematics, occasionally
touching on the light-hearted
side of it, with plenty of time
for informal discussions during
meals, breaks or walks in the
Great Park.
‘The weekends are a great
opportunity for students to meet
and mingle with fellow students,
staff and speakers, and to
considerably broaden and
deepen their perspectives on
mathematics as a field of study,
in a spectacular, yet relaxed
environment. These annual
retreats are an important
contribution to life in and of
the department, never failing to
create a noticeable increase in
the number of smiles along the
corridors when we return.’

“
”

These annual retreats are an
important contribution to life
in and of the department.
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Cumberland Lodge Scholars.
Back row, left to right:
Lorna Hardy, Liisa Tuhkanen,
Sam Fowles, Harriet Hoffler,
Rebecca Love, Michael Veale.
Front row, left to right:
Nick Thompson, Navjot Sangwan,
Rebecca Black, Iman Azzi

scholarships
Cumberland Lodge has two scholarship schemes that support
and mentor doctoral students based at universities across the
UK and encourage them to use their personal skills and academic
studies for the betterment of society.
Amy Buller PhD Scholarship
This is a three-year scholarship, designed to give an outstanding
researcher the opportunity to complete a P h D at Royal Holloway,
University of London, and to be involved in the educational
activities of Cumberland Lodge.
The first recipient, Kitty O’Lone, has held the scholarship since
2014 and has already helped to host numerous weekend study
retreats at the Lodge. She is currently in the final year of a P h D
on the social and psychological benefits of confession.

Kitty O’Lone, first recipient
of the Amy Buller P h D
Scholarship
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“

The scholars’ induction
retreat gave me a great
opportunity to meet and
learn from students from
other disciplines, engage
in discussions with eminent
figures, and improve my own
communication skills.
Lorna Hardy
Cumberland Lodge Scholar,
2015 –17

”

Cumberland Lodge Scholarships
The two-year Cumberland Lodge Scholarship scheme is open to
first and second year doctoral students from any UK university
and is designed to fit around the demands of doctoral research.
Up to six new scholars are recruited for the start of each academic
year and a weekend induction retreat is held to welcome them.
The scholars are mentored through the process of helping to
facilitate conferences and seminars at the Lodge. They benefit
from the experience of engaging in challenging, cross-disciplinary
discussions, writing reports and blogs for different audiences,
and networking with fellow students and academics, community
practitioners, leaders and influencers.
At the 2015/16 annual retreat in September 2015, Baroness Prashar
of Runnymede spoke to the scholars about bridging the divisions
between academia and policymaking, and Sara Thornton gave
a presentation on her work as Chair of the National Police Chiefs’
Council and the long-standing association between the Police
Service and Cumberland Lodge. Scholars took part in sessions
on networking skills, presenting to an audience, summarising
arguments concisely and chairing lectures and discussion groups.
The current scholars are:
2015 –17

Rebecca Black, Centre for Population Health Sciences,
University of Edinburgh
Laura Castells Navarro, School of Archaeological Sciences,
University of Bradford
Sam Fowles, School of Law, Queen Mary University of London
Lorna Hardy, College of Life and Environmental Sciences,
University of Exeter
Florence Hazrat, School of English, University of St Andrews
Navjot Sangwan, Durham University Business School
2016 –18

Laura Castells Navarro

Iman Azzi, Institute of Education, University College London
Harriet Hoffler, School of Law, University of Bristol
Rebecca Love, School of Clinical Medicine,
University of Cambridge
Nicholas Thompson, School of Psychology and Clinical Language
Sciences, University of Reading
Liisa Tuhkanen, School of Slavonic and East European Studies,
University College London
Michael Veale, Department of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Public Policy, University College London

Michael Veale
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Sam Fowles
PhD student, Queen Mary, University of London
and Cumberland Lodge Scholar 2015 –17

“
”

B eing a scholar has been a
really eye-opening experience.

‘I applied for a Cumberland
Lodge Scholarship because
I really believe in the mission of
the Lodge. I think it’s incredibly
important that, as academics, we
look beyond the narrow confines
of our discipline and consider
the wider social and ethical
problems, and Cumberland
Lodge gives us the chance to do
that. Being a scholar has been a
really eye-opening experience.
‘The greatest privilege has been
interacting with my fellow
scholars, who are the most
engaged, innovative and
challenging group of people
that I’ve ever had the joy to
meet. We have interesting and
challenging conversations about
big issues, and that’s wonderful
to be a part of.

“

It’s changed the way that
I think and see the world, and
it’s pushed me to challenge
myself and my own opinions.

”
16

‘The other thing I’ve really taken
from my time as a scholar has
been learning about public
policymaking. I don’t think
I would really appreciate how
government decision-making
happens had I not had the
opportunity to talk to people
who actually make those
decisions, at Cumberland Lodge.
It’s changed the way that I think
and see the world, and it’s
pushed me to challenge myself
and my own opinions, further
than I ever thought I would.
‘I think the real social value of the
Cumberland Lodge Scholarship is
yet to be seen. While each of us
has personally benefitted from
the scheme it’s now up to us
to go out and make the Lodge
proud by putting all the things
we have learnt, and the effort
that has gone into creating the
programme, to good use in our
lives and communities.’

Annual report, 1 September 2015 to 31 August 2016

personal development grants
Cumberland Lodge Scholars are eligible to apply for a personal
development grant of up to £300 over their two-year term, to use
in a creative way to promote the betterment of society. This year,
Lorna Hardy and Florence Hazrat, from our 2015 –17 cohort, both
received grants.
Lorna Hardy
Lorna is studying for a P h D at the University of Exeter, on the
mechanisms underpinning the co-morbidity between mental
illness and addiction. Her work involves conducting qualitative
research with vulnerable groups such as alcoholics, smokers with
chronic illnesses and alcohol and heroin dependent inmates.
Lorna used her grant to attend a Level 2 Introduction to Counselling
course at Exeter College, to develop her active listening skills and
learn about best practice in counselling scenarios. She now uses
these skills to inform her work on developing interventions for
vulnerable groups in society and through this she ultimately hopes
to contribute constructive developments in social policy.

“

Florence Hazrat
Florence is a P h D student at the University of St Andrews,
studying the music and poetry of the 16 th century. She used
her grant to attend a course on planning and executing podcasts
and other self-recorded audio material. The workshop was led
by former BBC journalist, Corinne Podger, and covered accessible
writing and presentation styles, interview skills, recording and
editing. Florence has already been able to use these skills in her
research and volunteering activities and she plans to help other
Cumberland Lodge Scholars by sharing her learning with them.

The workshop I attended
thanks to my personal
development grant was
accessible and informative.
I learnt to plan and make short
podcasts, which has helped
me to communicate my
research to the public in an
informative but engaging way.
I’m currently working on a
new series of short podcasts
for my website.
Florence Hazrat
Cumberland Lodge Scholar,
2015 –17

”
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Cumberland Colloquia
Cumberland Lodge provides a platform for P h D students and
early career researchers to help shape cross-disciplinary debate
through its Colloquia scheme. Participants are supported
and mentored with developing an academic conference to
be held at the Lodge. They gain valuable experience of making
funding applications, securing sponsorship, managing events,
networking and public engagement, marketing and promotion,
and writing reports.
young people affected by sexual violence as
change-makers: what are the opportunities and
what are the risks?
28 September 2015
This one-day colloquium explored the potential benefits, risks
and opportunities of involving young people affected by sexual
violence in efforts to prevent sexual violence. It also reflected on
how young people have been involved in informing policy, practice
and research. The colloquium brought together early career
researchers and academics from a range of disciplinary backgrounds,
with people who are experienced at supporting young people
affected by sexual violence, to discuss lessons learnt on safe
and ethical participatory practice. The event sold out and was
delivered within budget. Fifty people attended, including 13 speakers,
and feedback forms revealed a 100% satisfaction rate.
Cumberland Colloquium
committee members.
Top to bottom: Ellouise Long,
Carlotta Raby, Dr Tanya Serisier

emerging international leaders
In August 2016 we received a grant from the Magna Carta Fund for
Human Rights and Democracy at the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office to launch a new programme of work with international
students based at universities in the UK . The Emerging International
Leaders Programme on Freedom of Religion or Belief (F oRB) will
initially run until March 2018. Fifty high-potential, postgraduate
students from the Commonwealth Scholarships and Chevening
Scholarship schemes will be selected to participate each year
in a series of residential retreats at the Lodge. The aim is to
equip future leaders and opinion formers with the skills and
insight necessary to drive debate, influence policy and build
a powerful global network to support F oRB as outlined in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Through cross-disciplinary
dialogue, lectures, workshops and peer-to-peer learning,
participants will be empowered to become advocates of human
rights in their universities and home countries. The first residential
retreat will take place in April 2017.
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‘Despite growing interest in how
to work in a participatory way
with young people affected by
sexual violence, we were aware
of several unanswered questions
and challenges confronting both
researchers and practitioners.

Claire Cody
Research Fellow, Youth Participation and
European Knowledge Exchange, University
of Bedfordshire
Claire Cody chaired the
committee for our Cumberland
Colloquia on Young people
affected by sexual violence as
change-makers: What are the
opportunities and what are
the risks? in September 2015.
Claire’s academic interests in
child sexual exploitation and
trafficking stem from a period
of travelling and working in
Asia after completing her BS c
in psychology. She went on
to complete an MS c in social
anthropology and worked for
a number of NGO s, with a focus
on child protection.

“

Cumberland Lodge provided
us with the opportunity
and a neutral, safe space to
bring together a diverse range
of professionals.

Claire’s first job in academia
involved researching the recovery
and reintegration needs of
children affected by sexual
exploitation. She developed
a particular interest in listening
to what young people affected
by these issues have to say about
their experiences and their views
on what needs to change.
She now works as a research
fellow at the University of
Bedfordshire, working to raise
the profile of young people’s
participation in challenging
sexual violence, at a European
level. She is also pursuing
a professional doctorate,
which examines how young
people affected by child sexual
exploitation experience
participation in arts-based,
group intervention.

”
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‘Cumberland Lodge provided
us with the opportunity and
a neutral, safe space to bring
together a diverse range of
professionals. Its ethos and
environment supported open
and honest discussions about
the benefits and potential risks
of engaging with young people
affected by these issues. The
event was oversubscribed and
we had a waiting list in place.
‘In planning the event we received
helpful advice and support from
the staff at Cumberland Lodge.
We received some funding
from the Council of Europe,
which allowed a number of
representatives from Europe
to attend. The University of
Bedfordshire also funded
a number of young people
affected by these issues to join
and run a workshop.
‘The Cumberland Colloquium
inspired me to seek further
funding to establish a European
network of professionals
interested in the ethical
engagement of children and
young people affected by sexual
violence in research. The plan
for a network was written
into a successful three-year
funding bid and the experience
of organising the Colloquium
will be a big help in taking this
new work forward.’

Cumberland Lodge

“

This event gave me an
excellent insight into the rich
tradition of British Christmas
celebrations. Furthermore,
the interactions with
international students from
different universities made
the experience memorable,
and the icing on the cake was
our visit to Royal Chapel.
Pradeep Dheerendra
P h D student,
Newcastle University

”

Chibundu Onuzo

International student Christmas delegates, 2015
international student Christmas
The annual Commonwealth and international student Christmas
conference is our longest-standing tradition. Every year, since 1947,
we have extended a warm welcome to students from around the
world during the festive period. Participants have the opportunity
to experience a traditional British Christmas, to engage in a
programme of thought-provoking and inspiring seminars and
workshops, and to meet others who are studying away from home.
Our 2015 conference was part-sponsored by the Sir Ernest Cassel
Educational Trust and featured a talk on inter-cultural relations
by Nigerian writer and King’s College London P h D student,
Chibundu Onuzo. Film producer Georgina Paget also spoke to
participants about Queens of Syria, her documentary film about
Syrian refugee women creating a modern re-telling of The Trojan
women, Euripides’ ancient Greek play about refugees. Forty-five
international students of 25 different nationalities took part in
the conference, from 18 universities across the UK . This included
13 students from Commonwealth nations and 15 from Official
Development Assistance (ODA) eligible countries. The Beit Trust
provided funds for three of its international scholars to attend.

New workshops for schools
will draw on the concept of
‘bottles of dreams’ from
The BFG to explore social
divisions and stimulate
debate on how to build
more tolerant, peaceful and
inclusive societies
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“

This is exactly the type of
enrichment activity we
are striving to engage our
learners in, because the
benefits of such activities
on their success can be vital.
David Constable
Lecturer at Bracknell and
Wokingham College

”

work with schools
We continue to develop our educational work in local schools.
This year we started developing a new programme of workshops
for schools, to promote social and civic awareness amongst school
children in Key Stages 1 and 2 and to equip them with the skills and
confidence to become active participants in their communities.
Some of the workshops will draw on our recently discovered
connection with Roald Dahl’s children’s story, The BFG . Academic
research published in 2016 suggests that the ‘special house’ in
Windsor Great Park that the Queen gifts to the BFG at the end of
the story refers to Cumberland Lodge, which was also the name
of Dahl’s more modest, childhood home in Cardiff. Dahl had spoken
to a group of visiting American students at the Lodge just a few years
before The BFG was published. The new workshops will draw on
the concept of ‘bottles of dreams’ from The BFG to explore social
divisions and stimulate debate on how to build the more tolerant,
peaceful and inclusive societies that we dream of.
national citizenship
In July 2016, we joined forces with The Challenge charity to bring
36 young people from local secondary schools to the Lodge in three
different groups, as part of their National Citizenship Service.
The first group attended on two consecutive afternoons to
complete a Social Action Project. They were tasked with devising
a conference programme to address a social issue facing young
people today, together with a publicity and recruitment plan.
Two separate groups participated in Professional Visits, where
they practised pitching their ideas for new social action projects
to Cumberland Lodge staff, in the style of the BBC ’s Dragon’s Den
programme, before receiving constructive feedback.

© UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor

race relations

Guest speaker, Iyiola Solanke
(top) and local secondary
school pupils, participating in
our race relations seminars

In December 2016, Cumberland Lodge worked with the
Workplace Equality Network, ParliREACH , on a youth leadership
programme to help commemorate the 50 th anniversary of the
1965 Race Relations Act. The aim was to encourage positive
engagement with the workings of Parliament and to engender
an enhanced understanding of the intersections between politics,
legislation and social movements. Our staff delivered seminars
at three secondary schools in the Slough and Bracknell area,
on key race relations issues, to 33 students aged 17 to 19. These
students were then invited to the Houses of Parliament for a
tour of both Houses and a meeting with Fiona Mactaggart MP
and Kwasi Kwarteng MP. The group also took part in interactive
workshops and heard from Iyiola Solanke, a senior lecturer
at Leeds Law School, on the historical evolution of race
relations legislation.
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charitable activities:
inspiring and connecting leaders and influencers

“

Cumberland Lodge created
a space in which discussions
about often concerning and
worrying subjects could
take place without judgement.
Debbie Weekes-Bernard
Policy and Research Manager,
Joseph Rowntree Foundation

”

Cumberland Lodge has been challenging silo thinking and
providing a safe space for difficult discussions since 1947.
Our founder, Amy Buller, envisioned an educational institution
where people would ‘examine the fundamental assumptions’
behind social and ethical issues of national importance, and
that remains at the heart of what we do. This year we started to
crystallise our programme of conferences, lectures and seminars
around our core mission to tackle the causes and effects of
social divisions by equipping and inspiring people to engage in
constructive dialogue. We specialise in bringing together leaders
and influencers, students and practitioners to exchange views and
learn from one another.
Alongside our regular conferences and lectures we introduced
two new seminar formats this year, to inspire leaders, future
leaders and influencers to engage with and think critically about
the causes and effects of social divisions. The first was a follow-up
seminar in central London, designed to take key themes and
learning points from one of our conferences directly to
parliamentarians and policymakers in Westminster. The second
format was a series of ‘Moving the debate on’ seminars held over
dinner at the Lodge, to tackle social and ethical topics of national
importance and attract a cross-sector audience of leaders
and influencers from different backgrounds and perspectives.
moving the debate on

© Fran Monks

Sir Andrew Dilnot
are things getting better?
28 January 2016
Seminar: Health and society

Sir Andrew Dilnot

Sir Andrew Dilnot, Chair of the UK Statistics Authority, joined
an invited audience of 16 guests, including charity representatives,
members of the House of Lords, academics, media representatives
and policymakers, for the first of our new series of evening
seminars at the Lodge. He spoke before dinner about ways of
measuring societal ‘wellbeing’ and the implications for social policy.
Guests also had the opportunity to participate in group discussions,
followed by an informative plenary session.
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David Anderson QC
prevent: fit for purpose?
4 May 2016
Seminar: Policing, law and society

David Anderson QC

At a time when Prevent, the UK government’s counter-extremism
strategy, was being heavily criticised, David Anderson QC , the
Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation in the UK , led an
informative seminar on the key issues at stake and outlined the case
for a full independent review. Invited participants included leading
Muslim scholars, NGO representatives, academics, journalists
and the police lead for Prevent.
building a constructive dialogue
policing professionalism: leadership, ethics
and public confidence
9 October 2015
Seminar: Policing, law and society

Sara Thornton

This follow-up seminar to the 2015 Cumberland Lodge police
conference on Policing professionalism: Leadership, ethics and
public confidence took place at the Royal Society in London,
with 21 invited participants. It was chaired by Sara Thornton,
Chair of the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC), and focused
on implementing the Police Code of Ethics and implications of
the recent Police Leadership Review. An outline of the rationale
for the Leadership Review was followed by reflections from
three junior members of the police force from the Direct Entry,
High Potential Development and Fast Track schemes, and
a round-table discussion. The seminar also helped us to build
relationships with stakeholders who had been unable to attend our
full conference in the run-up to the General Election of May 2015.
mental health and wellbeing: contested boundaries
1 –2 February 2016

Conference: Health and society

Professor Dame Sally Davies

The role of wellbeing in public mental health services had been
widely discussed but there were concerns within the field
that it was more of a ‘mantra’ for policymakers than a reality.
This two-day conference offered a safe forum for researchers,
practitioners, service users, NHS representatives, charity leaders,
students and funders to exchange views and talk constructively
about the contested boundaries of wellbeing in public mental
health, and to explore policy options for improving the situation.
The keynote lecture was presented by Professor Dame Sally Davies,
the Chief Medical Officer for England, and the conference was
kindly supported by the Wellcome Trust.
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“

I came away from the
conference buzzing with
energy from everything
I was exposed to; a truly
exceptional experience with
some incredibly great minds,
very thought provoking.
Participant at the
35 th Cumberland Lodge
police conference, April 2015

”

Mark Easton
Home Affairs Editor,
BBC News

the stifling hand of control: how can we enable
organisations to flourish?
21 –22 March 2016
Conference: Creativity and society
This two-day conference explored the work of psychiatrist and
author, Iain M cG ilchrist, and the international business leader,
commentator and author, Margaret Heffernan. It looked at the
conditions required for organisations to flourish and at factors that
can stifle growth and creativity. The programme drew on recent
developments in neuroscience concerning left/right brain thinking,
and explained how it relates to organisational behaviour in a
wide range of contexts. The conference included contributions
from civil servants, the military, public services and NGO s.
a divided society? challenges for policing
15 –17 April 2016

Conference: Policing, law and society
Our 35 th annual police conference explored the extent to
which Britain is becoming a more divided society and the
implications for policing. It looked at perceived threats to
social cohesion and integration in Britain and how policing and
criminal justice is affected by social fragmentation. The conference
attracted 70 participants, mostly serving police staff, including six
representatives from the Police Now scheme whose attendance
was sponsored by the College of Policing. They shared their
experiences as frontline officers in London boroughs.
The conference also heard from the then Home Secretary,
Theresa May, as well as from the Shadow Policing Minister, the
Chair of the National Police Chiefs’ Council, the Director General
of the National Crime Agency, the BBC Home Affairs Editor,
the Chief Constable of the Police Service of Northern Ireland,
senior academics and third-sector leaders.
stimulating discussion
just cultures: transforming the way we work
13 October 2015

Windsor Lecture

Margaret Heffernan

Cumberland Lodge continues to work in partnership with
St George’s House to deliver the Windsor Lecture series
(formerly the Windsor Ethics Lecture series), to stimulate
responsible and influential discussion on social issues of
national importance. This year’s Windsor Lecture took place
at Cumberland Lodge, with Margaret Heffernan speaking about
healthy workplaces and how ‘just cultures’ in working environments
help organisations and the people they employ to flourish.
Margaret’s book, Wilful blindness: Why we ignore the obvious at
our peril, was highlighted as one of the ten most influential books
of the decade by The Financial Times in 2014.
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speakers and contributors
We are grateful to all the speakers and contributors who help us
to fulfil our charitable objectives.

Janine Gibson
Editor-in-Chief
BuzzF eed

Paul Farmer CBE
CEO

Mind

Baroness Prashar of Runnymede CBE
Deputy Chair
British Council

Theresa May MP
Prime Minister
and former Home Secretary

Georgina Paget
Film producer

Dr Leslie Brissett JP
Company Secretary
and Principal Consultant
Tavistock Institute

General Sir Mike Jackson
GCB , CBE , DSO, DL
Retired Chief
of the General Staff
British Army

Baron (Richard) Layard FBA
Programme Director
Centre for
Economic Performance
London School of Economics

Cumberland Lodge is also grateful
to the following organisations who
helped us to deliver our charitable
activities in 2015/16:
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The Challenge
Council of Europe
ParliREACH
Sir Ernest Cassel Educational Trust
Wellcome Trust

Cumberland Lodge

supporting our charitable objectives:
venue hire
Cumberland Lodge offers its facilities for residential and
non-residential events bookings, to help support its charitable
and educational work. The Lodge is in popular demand for
conferences, meetings, away days, professional development
courses, study retreats and special events throughout the year,
including weddings and civil partnerships.
The majority of our conference facilities are housed in The Mews
next to the main Lodge and in the historic Groom’s House next
door. In 2015 we also opened a new Wilderness Marquee in
the grounds to the rear of the Lodge, to provide an outdoor
breakout space. This has already been used by a number of
visiting groups, including the Champernowne Trust who hired it
for a residential art retreat in the summer of 2016.

Dining in The
Cumberland Room

visiting groups using Cumberland Lodge facilities
T h ir d -

This year the Lodge welcomed 120 groups with commercial
bookings, and another 62 groups of students and Vocational
Training Scheme participants for subsidised study retreats.
Of the 182 groups in total, 38 were visiting for the first time.
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In 2015/16 …

Cumberland Lodge hosted 342 events in the course of the year,
including 91 study retreats and 60 medical training courses that were
subsidised by the charitable resources. The remaining 191 events
were commercial bookings, including conferences, meetings,
away days, professional development and networking events,
five weddings and a range of other special events such as garden
parties, celebratory dinners, private lunches and drinks receptions.
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“

It was a most successful
and positive gathering …
We felt privileged to be staying
at the Lodge in such glorious
surroundings, and we are
already looking forward to
coming back next year.
Baroness Nicholson
of Winterbourne
The Prime Minister’s
Trade Envoy to Iraq,
Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan
(leader of an Iraq Britain
Business Council retreat
held at the Lodge, July 2016)

”

Wilderness Marquee
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The Mews conference centre

“

Cumberland Lodge
provides us with exactly the
environment we need for
our conferences and meetings,
and we have been regular
visitors for six years. The
Lodge and its surroundings
are tranquil, gracious and
inspiring. The staff go out
of their way to ensure that
everything runs smoothly and
efficiently. It is easily accessible
making travel arrangements
that much easier. We would
highly recommend the Lodge
to anyone looking for a
comfortable, inspirational
venue for their event.
Douglas Bilton
Assistant Director
of Standards and Policy,
Professional Standards
Authority

Luke and Yasmin Hamill celebrated their wedding with us
This year some of the organisations hiring our facilities included:
Addiction Journal
Career Counselling Service (CCS) Alumni
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
The Consortium for Therapeutic Communities
Diabetes UK
Elixir
Eversheds
Institute for Human Rights and Business
London Business School
Look Ahead Housing
Money Advice Service
The Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability
Saïd Foundation
Sion College
The Vaccine Centre

”
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supporting culture and the community

As part of its charitable outreach, Cumberland Lodge organises
regular cultural and educational events for the local community,
most of which are offered free of charge, including public lectures,
Cumberland Conversations, literary events and art exhibitions.
public lectures
Each year we throw open our doors and invite leading experts
to deliver evening lectures to a wider public audience.
Iain M cG ilchrist
are we turning ourselves into machines?
22 March 2017

Iain M cG ilchrist

Writer and psychiatrist, Iain M cG ilchrist, spoke on the value of the
human mind as the seat of consciousness and the dangers of letting
advances in computer technology and neuroscience fool us into
believing that the brain is simply a sophisticated machine. In this
wide-ranging lecture he explored the nature of the brain and the
changing role of conscious experience, as humankind increasingly
focuses on using its powers to manipulate the world rather than
to understand it.
Cumberland Conversations
This popular series gives members of the public the chance to hear
from guest speakers about their life, work and views in a relaxed
and informal, conversation-style format, with the opportunity
to ask follow-up questions. As we start to embed our new
strategic approach, we have been prioritising speakers whose
experiences chime with our vision of more tolerant, peaceful
and inclusive societies.
Dr Sabina Alkire
what can one person do?
23 November 2015

Dr Sabina Alkire

Development economist and director of the Oxford Poverty and
Human Development Initiative (OPHI), Sabina Alkire, discussed
the challenge of global poverty with our Principal, Ed Newell.
They revisited What can one person do: Faith to heal a broken world,
the book they co-authored ten years ago, about the Millennium
Development Goals. The conversation looked at what has been
achieved since the year 2000 and what still needs to be done to
lift the world’s poorest out of extreme poverty.
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Professor Mark Williams
the power of mindfulness
15 February 2016
Mark Williams is Emeritus Professor of Clinical Psychology at
the University of Oxford and the former director of the Oxford
Mindfulness Centre. In this conversation he spoke about the
ancient origins of mindfulness, why it’s become so popular,
clinical research findings, and how it can be used in education,
business, the military, and in the treatment of severe depression
or by anyone seeking peace and calm in their lives.
Professor Mark Williams

Geraldine Peers
bringing the news
14 June 2016
Broadcast journalist Geraldine Peers spoke about the work of
a broadcast journalist, the changing role of local and national
television news, and what it is like to have a daily presence in the
lives and homes of thousands of viewers. Geraldine has presented
the Oxford edition of South Today news on BBC South television,
since 2001. She previously worked as a reporter, presenter and
bulletin editor for ITV ’s Central News South.

Geraldine Peers

literary events
Our programme of literary events helps to connect the Lodge with
members of the community who might not otherwise have the
chance to take part in our educational activities. Since January 2015,
Cumberland Lodge has hosted a Shakespeare study retreat in
the New Year, and we continue to work in partnership with the
Windsor Festival in September and October, to host literary talks
and performances. In 2015/16, many of these events sold out.
In mid-November 2015 we also hosted a fundraising concert
by the folk band Gigspanner, as part of their Layers of ages
winter tour, and a fundraising recital by Emily Van Evera and
Andrew Parrot, of music by the American modernist composer
Charles Ives. On 25 and 26 June 2016 our grounds provided
the setting for two open-air performances of Shakespeare’s
A midsummer night’s dream by the Young Actors of Windsor.

Some of the cast from
the performance of
A midsummer night’s dream
at Cumberland Lodge
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King Lear
Residential study retreat
2 – 5 January 2016

Salley Vickers

Following a successful study retreat on The winter’s tale in 2015,
we hosted a second, sell-out retreat on Shakespeare’s great
tragedy, King Lear, in January, coordinated by one of our trustees,
Salley Vickers. Salley was joined by fellow retreat leaders,
Dr Rowan Williams (Master, Magdalene College, Cambridge),
Dr Paul Edmondson (Head of Knowledge and Research,
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust) and Sir Stanley Wells (Honorary
President, Shakespeare Birthplace Trust) and guest contributors,
English literature professor Simon Palfrey, the artist Tom de Freston,
and the composer Nick Bicât.
Windsor Festival
In September and October 2015 we hosted four literary talks
as part of the Windsor Festival, where authors discussed their
recent publications:
Marc Morris
King John: treachery, tyranny and the road
to Magna Carta
22 September 2015
Salley Vickers
the boy who could see death
29 September 2015

Marc Morris

Lucy Lethbridge
servants: a downstairs view of
twentieth century Britain
1 October 2015
Martin Vander Weyer
any other business
1 October 2015
As part of the Festival programme, we also hosted a performance
of Gail Louw’s new play, Miss Dietrich regrets, on 27 September 2015.
It starred Elizabeth Counsell and Moira Brooker.

Lucy Lethbridge
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art exhibitions
Cumberland Lodge supports both emerging and established
artists by providing free exhibition space in its main hallways
and communal rooms. The works are enjoyed by visitors
to the Lodge and by the general public on open mornings.
Bill Knight
the refugee’s gift
March–September 2015

Tuscan landscape (detail)
by Janet Atherton

Janet Atherton
an exhibition of textile art
September–December 2015
Ian M cK illop
moments and memories
December 2015 – March 2016
Becca Clegg
colour in landscape
March–June 2016
Paul Hobbs
wrapped in light
June–September 2016

Waiting in the wings
by Ian M cK illop

Poppyfield and Hope Pass
by Becca Clegg

Flowers of the field
by Paul Hobbs
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summarised financial statements
For the year ended 31 August 2016

statement from Trustees
These financial statements contain summary information from
both the Statement of Financial Activities and the Balance Sheet
for the year ended 31 August 2016, but are not the full statutory
report or accounts. The full financial statements were approved
but the Board of Trustees on 20 February 2017 and subsequently
submitted to the Charity Commission and Companies House.
They received an unmodified audit report and copies may be
obtained from the Charity at Cumberland Lodge, The Great Park,
Windsor, Berkshire SL4 2HP.

Signed on behalf of the Trustees of Cumberland Lodge
Sir Stephen Wall
Chairman
20 February 2017
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summarised consolidated statement of financial activities
For the year ended 31 August 2016
Total 2016

Total 2015

£

£

1,486,352

1,541,795

38,661

98,180

16,160

21,075

Income from generated funds

1,216,953

1,131,011

Total incoming resources

2,758,126

2,792,061

1,983,529

2,039,738

13,791

3,662

Costs of generating funds

751,369

638,022

Total resources expended

2,748,689

2,681,422

9,437

110,639

Investment revaluation

273,098

(609)

Net movement in funds for the year

282,535

110,030

2016
£

2015
£

1,918,551

2,000,360

2,648,517

2,292,518

4,567,068

4,292,878

875,255

867,221

(566,855)

(567,166)

308,400

300,055

4,875,468

4,592,933

4,845,351

4,565,185

30,117

27,748

4,875,468

4,592,933

Incoming resources

Income from charitable activities
Voluntary incoming resources: Unrestricted grants and donations
Restricted donations

Resources expended

Charitable activities:

Unrestricted
Restricted

Net incoming resources

summarised consolidated balance sheet
At 31 August 2016
Fixed assets

Tangible assets
Investments
Current assets
Current liabilities
Net current assets
Net assets

Funds

Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds
Total funds
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independent auditor’s statement to the members
of Cumberland Lodge
We have examined the summarised financial statements for
the year ended 31 August 2016.
respective responsibilities of the directors
and the auditor
The directors are responsible for preparing the summarised
financial statements in accordance with applicable
United Kingdom law.
Our responsibility is to report to you our opinion on the
consistency of the summarised financial statements with the
full annual financial statements and the Trustees’ Report, and
its compliance with the relevant requirements of section 427 of
the Companies Act 2006 and the regulations made there under.
We also read the other information contained in the Chairman’s
and Principal’s Reports and consider the implications for our
report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or
material inconsistencies with the summarised financial statements.
We conducted our work in accordance with Bulletin 2008/3
issued by the Auditing Practices Board. Our report on the
charitable company’s full annual financial statements describes
the basis of our opinion on those financial statements and on the
Trustees’ Report.
opinion
In our opinion the summarised financial statements are consistent
with the full annual financial statements and the Trustees’ Report
of Cumberland Lodge for the year ended 31 August 2016 and
comply with the applicable requirements of section 427 of the
Companies Act 2006 and the regulations made there under.

haysmacintyre
Statutory Auditors
26 Red Lion Square
London WC1R 4AG
20 February 2017

Cumberland Lodge is a company limited by guarantee
Company number 5383055
Registered charity number 1108677
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Cumberland Lodge is an
educational foundation that
promotes the exchange of ideas
and critical thinking on issues
of social cohesion. We specialise
in equipping and inspiring people
to address the root causes
and effects of social divisions,
to help build more tolerant,
peaceful and inclusive societies.
We foster learning and creative
thinking through subsidised
study retreats, conferences,
lectures and seminars, mentoring
schemes and scholarships for
students and early career
researchers, and educational
and cultural events for the local
community.
Our facilities can be hired for
conferences, meetings and special
events, which helps to support
our charitable work.
Cumberland Lodge
The Great Park
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 2HP
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
enquiries@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
01784 432316

@cumberlandlodge
@cumberlandlodge @clvenue
@cumberlandlodge

SEVENTY

YEARS

Cumberland Lodge celebrates
its 70 th anniversary in 2017.
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